February 13, 2015

Clyde N. Thompson, Forest Supervisor  
USDA Forest Service  
Monongahela National Forest  
ATTN: Atlantic Coast Pipeline Survey Comments  
200 Sycamore St.  
Elkins, WV 26241

RE: Comments on Special Use Application submitted by Atlantic Coast Pipeline, LLC

Dear Mr. Thompson:

Please accept this letter in response to your request for comments on the September 30, 2014 special use application from Atlantic Coast Pipeline, LLC (“Dominion”), which requested permission to conduct a survey along a single, 17.1-mile proposed natural gas pipeline corridor within the Monongahela National Forest. Appalachian Mountain Advocates is a non-profit environmental law firm working in West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee. We submit the following comments on our own behalf and on behalf of Eight Rivers Council, Berriedale Farms, the Dominion Pipeline Monitoring Coalition, Friends of the Lower Greenbrier, Greenbrier River Watershed Association, Highlanders for Responsible Development, Indian Creek Watershed Association, Natural Resources Defense Council, Shannon Farm Association, West Virginia Highlands Conservancy, the West Virginia, Virginia and North Carolina chapters of the Sierra Club, Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition, Allegheny Defense Project, West Virginia Rivers Coalition, West Virginia Wilderness Coalition, and individuals Elizabeth V. Biggs, C. Nelson Hoy, Ruth Ann Hicks and Charlotte L. Rea. We also incorporate by reference the comments submitted by the Southern Environmental Law Center, Highlanders for Responsible Development, Dominion Pipeline Monitoring Coalition, Ernie Reed, Wild Virginia and Heartwood.

Introduction and Requested Action

We understand that the application is for the survey alone and not the pipeline right of way itself. However, the information collected during any surveys will form the basis of all future decisions regarding whether and where to allow the pipeline. Because the surveys will be the basis of future substantive decisions, Dominion’s application is important. We are especially concerned that Dominion is studying a single route that would cut through the heart of the Monongahela National Forest, including Cheat Mountain, Shavers Fork, red spruce restoration
areas and sensitive wildlife habitat. Those areas are public treasures of national importance, and decisions about their management cannot be left to FERC alone, which does not have a duty as a steward of public lands. We ask that the permit be denied because:

(1) Dominion’s application is incomplete, providing no answer or unsupported answers to crucial Special Use Authorization questions involving reasonable alternatives and avoidance of Federal Lands;

(2) the application is inconsistent with the Monongahela National Forest Plan, which favors co-location of new rights of way in areas already designated as utility corridors;

(3) the application as presented does not serve the public interest because it proposes to gather too little detail during the surveys to allow the Forest Service to adequately analyze either the actual environmental effects of the proposed route or of reasonable alternatives;

(4) the Forest Service’s asserted categorical exclusion from the National Environmental Policy Act is inapplicable because the impacts of the actual pipeline construction are the reasonably foreseeable result of approving a single-corridor survey of Dominion’s preferred route; and

(5) the Forest Service has an obligation under NEPA to consider alternatives to Dominion’s proposed survey that is independent from the requirement to perform an EIS.

In short, the application as submitted is defective, incomplete, and irreconcilable with the Forest Service’s own policy goals, land management goals and legal obligations. For those reasons, we urge the Forest Service to deny the application. Dominion should not be allowed to invest so heavily in a single route at this early stage, in which all alternatives deserve equal investigation and consideration by the public and by public agencies such as the Forest Service.

I. The Forest Service should deny the application as incomplete, inconsistent with Forest policy standards, and insufficient to serve the public interest.

a. Dominion’s application is incomplete and fails to answer crucial questions about alternatives and avoidance of Federal Lands.

Dominion is required to complete Form 299 in order receive a Special Use Authorization from the Forest Service. Form 299 includes questions, such as question 13, that carry out the objectives of the Monongahela National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan (2006, updated 2011) (the “Forest Plan”): “Proposed special uses of NFS lands—such as hydroelectric development, wind energy development, communication sites, water developments, and utility corridors—are considered that meet public needs, are consistent with direction for other Forest resources and management prescriptions, and cannot be accommodated off the National Forest.” Forest Plan, Section II-52, Goal LS17 (emphasis added).
Thus, the Forest Service requires and applicants must provide substantive information about alternatives on non-Federal Land as a condition of permit issuance. Without that information, the Forest Service cannot assess the necessity to serve the public interest and cannot determine whether the use can be accommodated on non-Federal land. Dominion’s application is incomplete and should be rejected.

Question 13a of Form 299 states in full: “Describe other reasonable alternative routes and modes considered.” The Application Instructions require that applicants answering Question 13 must provide “information on alternate routes and modes in as much detail as possible.” The applicant is also instructed that the failure to provide information may lead to rejection of the application. Form 299 Instructions, p. 3. Dominion answered that “No alternative routes have been identified for these surveys at this time.” There is no attachment, and no explanation for why no alternative routes were considered. The answer is insufficient.

Next, Question 13b requires applicant to answer “[w]hy were these alternatives not selected?” Dominion answers in full: “not applicable.” The question is applicable to all applicants, and Dominion has no exemption from the question, and certainly gains no exemption through its failure to answer Question 13a. Dominion must explain its consideration and selection of alternatives for the Special Use Authorization. Dominion has failed to do so. Its failure to consider alternatives does not mean the question is “not applicable.” It means that Dominion must acknowledge that it failed to choose an alternate route because it did not develop any alternate routes, if that is the case. As it stands, the answer to Question 13b is inadequate.

Question 13c requires that applicants “[g]ive [an] explanation as to why it is necessary to cross Federal Lands.” Dominion answered that it is not feasible to avoid the National Forest, given the “general trajectory between West Virginia and southern Virginia.” Dominion’s answer regarding feasibility of alternate routes is perfunctory, unsupported and inadequate. There is no factual material supplied in answer, only the bald assertion that the “general trajectory” of the pipeline prevents avoidance of the National Forest. Dominion’s assertion is incorrect. As numerous documents in the public record show, there are numerous alternatives that demonstrate there is no necessity to cross new Federal Lands for a pipeline. Alternatives include (1) existing corridors that avoid the National Forest; (2) proposed corridors that avoid the National Forest; and (3) existing corridors within the National Forest.

Existing Corridors that avoid the National Forest

Several existing pipeline corridors already connect the “Marcellus region” to the Southeast. See Exhibit A (Dominion Map of “System Alternatives”, Resource Report 10, Table

---

1 Additionally, Forest Service Manual Directive 2726.34, concerning special use authorization for natural gas pipelines under the jurisdiction of FERC, imposes an independent duty upon the Forest Service to ensure that the pipeline applicant, as part of the FERC process, collects adequate information for the Forest Service to issue an ultimate decision. USFSM 2726.34(2)(c) (directing the Forest Service to “[e]nsure the FERC process and documentation are adequate (FSM 1950 and FSH 1909.15) for Forest Service use in issuing a decision”).
There are many existing pipelines that follow a general trajectory from Dominion’s proposed production area to its proposed customer delivery points. Exhibit B is a detail of a map of existing pipelines in the region. Several existing pathways that avoid the Monongahela National Forest are evident. First, there is an existing right of way that runs roughly due south from northern West Virginia. That right of way connects to an east-west right of way in Virginia, which in turns connects to existing lines in North Carolina. Second, there is an existing pipeline that runs east-west through southern Pennsylvania and then connects to the Transco pipeline, which runs southward into North Carolina. Pennsylvania and West Virginia are already so interconnected by pipeline that they function as a single unit. (U.S. Energy Information Administration, Aug. 23, 2013 news article, “West Virginia, southwest Pennsylvania form an integrated natural gas production region,” Energy Information Administration article, Aug. 23, 2013, available at http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=12671). Thus, pipelines from Pennsylvania can carry gas from northern West Virginia as well. Those existing pipeline routes follow a general trajectory from northern West Virginia to the Tidewater area and southward to North Carolina. Dominion cannot meet its Special Use Authorization obligation to show the necessity of its project on Federal Lands without considering these existing pipeline rights of way.

Additionally, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, many companies are already increasing their pipelines’ capacity to move bidirectionally, which will allow natural gas from the Northeast and West Virginia into the Southeastern markets. Notably, the agency found that many existing pipelines are significantly underused. Many pipelines saw a decrease in usage of as much as 84% from 2008 to 2013. The agency found:

As a result of these pipelines being underutilized, the pipeline companies have announced plans to modify their systems to allow for bidirectional flow, adding the ability to send natural gas out of the Northeast region:

- Columbia Gulf Transmission completed two bidirectional projects in 2013 and 2014 that enable the system to transport natural gas from Pennsylvania to Louisiana.
- ANR Pipeline, Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Texas Eastern Transmission, and Transcontinental Gas Pipeline are planning to send natural gas from the Northeast to the Gulf Coast because of the potential of industrial demand and LNG exports from the Gulf Coast. These projects total 5.5 Bcf/d of flow capacity.
- The Rockies Express Pipeline's partial bidirectional project (2.5 Bcf/d of capacity) is primarily to transport Marcellus natural gas to more attractive markets in Chicago, Detroit, and the Gulf Coast.

least six projects that are completed or underway that move Marcellus natural gas to Southeastern markets. The EIA further noted that, in addition to costing less money to construct, these bidirectional projects produce fewer environmental impacts. We agree that using existing, underused pipelines is a superior option to constructing new rights of way, especially rights of way through Federal Lands. The above information must be presented by Dominion and analyzed by the Forest Service before a new and potentially redundant utility corridor is established in the National Forest.

**Proposed Corridors that avoid the National Forest**

At least three other proposed natural gas pipelines also follow a general trajectory from northern West Virginia to southern Virginia, one of them using an existing east-west Texas Eastern pipeline to cross the Appalachians, but none of those proposals cross the National Forest. A prime example is the Transco Atlantic Sunrise Expansion Project. As explained by Transco, “[t]he expansion will connect producing region in northeastern Pennsylvania to markets in the Mid-Atlantic and southeastern states, as far south as Alabama.” Exhibit C is Transco’s map of the Atlantic Sunrise Project. It illustrates the existing and proposed connections from central Pennsylvania southward into North Carolina. Thus, this project will connect the same production area to the same customer areas as those proposed by Dominion, and will do so with a mix of facility upgrades and 178 miles of new pipeline, far fewer than what Dominion has proposed.

Spectra Energy has proposed the Carolina pipeline project, which would run roughly due south from Pennsylvania through Virginia and into North Carolina. It would avoid the Monongahela National Forest, the George Washington National Forest and Shenandoah National Park and would avoid crossing the Blue Ridge Parkway. Although the project appears to be on hold, it appears that the route is viable.

**Existing Corridors within the National Forest**

As to alternate routes within the National Forest, Dominion’s own documents filed with FERC demonstrate that there are several existing pipelines within the National Forest that connect West Virginia to Virginia and North Carolina. See Exhibit A (showing Columbia pipeline); Exhibit D (Dominion Description of “System Alternatives”, Resource Report 10, Section 10.4.1, “Existing Systems”, submitted to FERC December 2014). The existing Columbia pipeline right of way in the Monongahela is evidently fairly wide, as it already houses several pipelines, according to Dominion. Dominion fails to even mention those alternatives in its Special Use Permit application. There are certainly other utility corridors within the National Forest as well. Dominion has provided no information at all regarding its consideration of those existing corridors.

Thus, Dominion’s own submissions to FERC and other public records undercut Dominion’s assertion to the Forest Service that it is infeasible to avoid the National Forest due to “general trajectory” between Marcellus production areas and customer areas in Virginia and North Carolina.
Dominion’s application should not be approved without complete answers to Question 13. Dominion, as with all other applicants for Special Use Authorization, should demonstrate that reasonable alternatives were considered and to explain why they were rejected. Dominion has not done so. Without complete answers, the Forest Service cannot evaluate whether a Special Use Authorization is appropriate. Therefore, the permit should be denied.

b. Dominion’s application fails to conform to the Forest Plan and, if approved, would prevent the Forest Service from implementing the plan.

As the Forest Service knows, an extensive public process led to the creation and publication of the Forest Plan. Co-location of utility rights of way is a forest-wide policy goal of the Forest Plan. Dominion’s application does not achieve co-location and does not provide any information that would allow the Forest Service to implement its policies. The application flies in the face of the Forest Plan. For that reason, the application should be denied.

According to the Plan’s Forestwide Goals, the National Forest, when dealing with utility corridors, will: “Work with utilities and others to minimize the use of NFS lands for utility corridors, and to share existing corridors when feasible.” Forest Plan, Section II-52, Goal LS19. Further, “Proposals for utility and communication facilities outside existing sites or corridors shall be considered only after improvement or expansion of existing facilities is determined to be inadequate or impractical.” Forest Plan, Section II-52, Standard LS25. Standards such as LS25 are “binding limitations placed on management actions.” Forest Plan, Section II-5. “A project or action that varies from a relevant standard may not be authorized unless the Forest Plan is amended to modify, remove, or waive its application.” Id. According to the Forest Plan, there are roughly 80 miles of existing pipelines and utility corridors within the Forest. Dominion is obligated to analyze the suitability of those corridors for its proposal.

Given the above standards, and the massive investment in the Forest Plan, it is an affront to the Forest Service and the taxpayers for Dominion to seek permission to survey a new utility corridor without consideration of existing corridors. Further, the Forest Service itself is obligated under the Standard LS25 to approve a facility outside an existing corridor only when improvement of existing facilities is inadequate or impractical. That process is inseparable from Dominion’s survey request. Any decision to defer consideration of co-location will only make such co-location more difficult and costly, and therefore less likely. To abide by LS25 and the Forest Plan, Dominion must be required to fully survey existing utility corridors for suitability.

Additionally, Dominion’s proposed route passes through areas designated in the Forest Plan as type 4.1: Spruce and Spruce-Hardwood Ecosystem Management. That management prescription emphasizes “[r]ecovery of threatened and endangered species and other species of concern associated with spruce and spruce-hardwood communities.” Forest Plan, Section III-9. Management Goal 4101 provides that the Forest Service will “[m]aintain or enhance the spruce component within mixed spruce-hardwood communities.” Forest Plan, Section III-14. Goal 4105 provides that the Forest Service will “[r]estore Norway spruce and red pine plantations to native red spruce and mixed hardwood species.” Id. Further, “[a]lthough this prescription area provides habitat for many species, it is the primary habitat for a number of federally listed or
Regional Forester’s Sensitive Species, including West Virginia northern flying squirrel, Cheat Mountain salamander, and northern goshawk. This area also provides the headwaters for many of the coldwater native trout streams on the Forest.” The area is also subject to Standard TE07 governing threatened and endangered species management: “Special use permits may be authorized in TEP species habitat if the uses do not adversely affect populations or habitat.”

A permanently cleared utility corridor is incompatible with enhancing and restoring the spruce component of the forest. A cleared utility corridor is incompatible with the recovery of threatened and endangered species that depend on contiguous blocks of spruce and spruce-hardwood habitat. Cleared corridors necessarily fragment forest blocks. Cleared stream crossings contribute to higher water temperatures, which threaten species such as the native brook trout known to inhabit the proposed survey area. There are more than 24 miles of pipelines and utility corridors within the management area. Forest Plan, III-11. Thus, Dominion’s proposal is to nearly double the existing corridor mileage with a single project. Dominion has failed to provide an analysis of avoiding the management area altogether and has failed to analyze the existing corridors for co-location suitability.

Additionally, Shavers Fork of the Cheat River is managed in accordance with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act to maintain its eligibility for Wild and Scenic River designation. Forest Plan, Section III-12. Wild River eligibility depends upon the existence of primitive river qualities, which is hampered and threatened by pipeline crossings.

The proposed survey route is also inconsistent with the 1991 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Cheat Mountain Salamander Recovery Plan. According to the Recovery Plan, “[h]abitat modifications that remove the forest canopy are probably the primary factors affecting the habitat of the Cheat Mountain Salamander.” Recovery Plan at 10. Utility rights of way are specifically cited as a cause of this type of habitat modification. Such rights of way are deemed “definitely detrimental” to salamander habitat. Recovery Plan at 21. Such detrimental habitat modifications are to be prohibited at any known salamander site and its buffer. Recovery Plan at 23.

The proposed survey would cut through the heart of the National Forest, across the Shavers Fork, across Cheat Mountain Salamander habitat, and would bisect the Spruce Restoration Area. See Exhibit E, map of proposed survey corridor. The route also impacts Indiana bat habitat, Big-eared bat habitat and Northern Flying Squirrel habitat. See Exhibit F, map of species habitats and proposed survey corridor. Dominion’s application fails to explain why its proposed route must bisect those chief assets of the National Forest.

Dominion’s application cannot be squared with the Forest Plan. The objectives of the Forest Plan cannot be achieved if applicants such as Dominion are not required to investigate and achieve co-location, and to conform to Forest Plan directives. Such investigation is the only way for the Forest Service to implement its own policies embodied in the Forest Plan. Further, if Dominion is not compelled to investigate options consistent with the Forest Plan, it will only be more reluctant to do so once it has invested heavily in its preferred route. FERC is not obliged to follow the Forest Plan and consideration of adherence to the Forest Plan cannot be deferred. If full investigation of co-location is postponed or deferred to FERC, the public has no assurance
that the investigation will ever be carried out. If co-location is not investigated now by the applicant, it likely will not occur, and the Forest Plan will be violated and diminished. For those reasons, the permit should be denied unless and until it the applicant proposes to fully investigate co-location and achieve congruity with the Forest Plan. At minimum, Dominion must investigate and analyze the feasibility of avoiding red spruce management areas and the rare habitats they represent.

**c. Dominion’s application does not serve the public interest and should be denied.**

The Forest Service, in evaluating Special Use applications, has an obligation to determine whether the proposed use would be in the public interest. The Forest Service also has the authority to require information and to impose permit conditions in order to serve the public interest. Dominion’s proposed use would not be in the public interest. On the contrary, Dominion’s single-corridor proposal would deprive the Forest Service and the public of the information necessary to evaluate other routes. Dominion has not provided information about non-Forest routes and has not provided information about existing utility corridors. That failure is more than sufficient to trigger denial of the application.

Under the federal regulations governing Special Uses, the Forest Service has the obligation to reject any proposed special use that the authorized officer determines would not be in the public interest. 36 C.F.R. § 251.54(e)(5)(ii) (addressing “Second-level Screening of Proposed Uses”). Further, all applicants are required to furnish information regarding feasibility that is requested by the agency. 36 C.F.R. § 251.54(b)(5). Additionally, § 251.54(5) provides that the agency may require “any other information and data necessary to determine . . . compliance with requirements for associated clearances, certificates, permits, or licenses.”

Dominion’s proposed use is both too narrow and too shallow to serve the public interest. It is too narrow because it proposes a survey of only a single corridor. It is too shallow because the proposed survey would not yield enough data to evaluate the full environmental impact of the pipeline itself.

As to the single-corridor proposal, Dominion’s application is insufficient. As noted above, there are feasible existing and proposed routes that avoid Federal lands. Many underused pipelines are becoming bidirectional to serve southeastern markets. There are existing utility corridors within the Forest. The above citations regarding alternative routes in section I(a) are incorporated herein by reference. Without a proposal to study those alternatives, the application is insufficient. The public interest demands that the Forest Service carry out an evaluation of route alternatives at the outset of the process, regardless of whether Dominion itself has settled upon a single preferred route.

---

2 30 U.S.C. § 185 pertains to rights of way rather than surveys. However, it requires that such authorizations shall be subject to “such terms and conditions as the Secretary or agency head may prescribe regarding . . . survey[s] . . .”. That statute, at 30 U.S.C. § 185(h), also requires the agency issuing such an authorization to “issue regulations or impose stipulations” necessary for environmental protection.
Even setting aside the issue of alternative routes, Dominion’s proposed survey would not collect sufficient information to allow full evaluation of the route. For example, it is well established that removal of mature forest results in changes in the bird community. Some forest-dependent species are sensitive to both loss of forest (e.g., within the corridor itself) but also to degradation of forest along edges (from edge effects due to forest fragmentation) which effectively increases the size of the disturbance footprint.

As shown in previous studies, it appears that long, linear corridors such as those created by buried pipelines are especially problematic because of the large amounts of edge and fragmentation they create. For example, abundance and nesting success of forest birds could be negatively affected along these extensive edges from increased predation (e.g., predators could use pipelines as travel corridors and to search for nests along edges), increased parasitism by cowbirds, and/or increases in exotic species (e.g., European starling which compete for cavities with native cavity nesters). Both cowbirds and starlings can use corridors to move into previously unfragmented forest habitats (as can other invasive and exotic species).

Additionally, the central Appalachians are known for high abundance and diversity of woodland salamanders, including the Cheat Mountain Salamander. Salamanders have very low abundance in grasslands on surface mines and the forest edges along mines have lower abundance than forest away from edges.

Dominion’s application is devoid of any proposal that would collect information on the effect of fragmentation on wildlife. The application does not include any information that would allow the public to analyze the noise effects from construction and from any compressor stations along the route. Several other citizens, including the Laurel Mountain Preservation Association have made cogent comments regarding additional information to be gathered and those comments are incorporated by reference.

Additionally, Dominion’s proposal would not provide stream habitat information that would allow the public to assess the impact of construction on brook trout and other aquatic life. Dominion does not propose to assess shallow aquifer characteristics, slope stability, groundwater patterns, or spring locations if those springs do not constitute waters of the United States. Dominion evidently does not propose to survey with regard to species that are state-listed as endangered or threatened. Without this information, FERC, the Forest Service and the public will be deprived of a complete and accurate analysis of the actual effects of pipeline construction, as required by NEPA.

The application reflects a private company’s focus on building the route it prefers. It is the Forest Service’s duty to weigh that application against the public interest. Dominion’s application reflects its own interest. It does not reflect the Forest Service’s interest in carrying out its own Forest Plan, and it does not reflect the broader public interest in a full and fair consideration of alternative routes. For those reasons, the permit should be denied.
II. The Forest Service is obligated under NEPA to thoroughly consider alternatives to Dominion’s proposed single corridor survey.

a. The Forest Service’s use of a categorical exclusion is improper because the agency is obligated to consider the indirect effects of the construction and operation of the pipeline associated with a single-corridor survey.

The Forest Service has asserted a categorical exclusion to the requirement to prepare an environmental impacts statement under National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq. However, because a reasonably foreseeable impact of the issuance of a special use permit for a single-corridor survey is the construction of the pipeline proposed for that route, and because granting the permit as proposed could foreclose meaningful consideration of reasonable alternatives such as full co-location or avoidance of the National Forest, the use of a categorical exclusion does not comply with NEPA.

The Forest Service has indicated that the issuance of a special use permit to Dominion for the proposed pipeline survey would fall under the categorical exclusion for “[s]hort-term (1 year or less) mineral, energy, or geophysical investigations and their incidental support activities.” 36 C.F.R. § 220.6(e)(8). In electing this categorical exclusion, the Forest Service is making a finding that the survey will not significantly affect the environment such that NEPA’s environmental impact analysis obligations are not triggered.

Dominion’s proposed survey is not, however, an isolated action, but rather one step in a larger process that would result in construction and operation of a major gas pipeline within the survey corridor. As these comments previously explained, authorization of Dominion’s proposed single-route survey only serves to “lock in” the single surveyed route as the ultimate path of construction because it ensures that (1) Dominion will continue to invest exclusively in that route (and resist other routes, regardless of Forest Plans or other public policies) and (2) the public and public agencies will not have sufficient information to fully and fairly assess alternatives not on the preferred route.

Because the impacts of the Forest Service authorizing the single-route survey are so closely connected with the impacts of the ultimate construction and operation of the pipeline along that route, those impacts must be considered together. The impacts of issuing a special use permit for a single-corridor survey, when viewed cumulatively with the impacts of the reasonably foreseeable future actions of pipeline construction and operation, trigger a full NEPA review and make the Forest Service’s election to proceed under the categorical exclusion at 36 C.F.R. § 220.6(e)(8) inappropriate.

NEPA requires the preparation of an environmental impact statement for all actions that will significantly affect the environment. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C). Assessment of impacts includes consideration of both direct and indirect effects on the environment. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8. Indirect effects of an action “are caused by the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.” Id. at § 1508.8(b). The Forest Service’s NEPA regulations define “reasonably foreseeable future actions” as “[t]hose Federal or non–Federal activities not yet undertaken, for which there are existing decisions, funding, or identified
proposals.” 36 C.F.R. § 220.3. Consideration of the indirect effects of reasonably foreseeable future actions falls within the Forest Service’s duty to consider cumulative effects. Id. at § 220.4(f); see also 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7 (defining “cumulative impact” as “the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions”).

The construction and operation of the pipeline within the survey corridor proposed by Dominion is a reasonably foreseeable future action and its effects must therefore be analyzed by the Forest Service. Dominion has made abundantly clear in both filings with FERC and statements to the public that it wishes to construct the pipeline along a route that includes the proposed survey corridor and that it has raised the funding to do so. [Resource Report 10, citations]. Those statements and their underlying facts constitute “existing decisions, funding, or identified proposals” for final construction and operation of the pipeline within the survey corridor. See 36 C.F.R. § 220.3. If Dominion is allowed to conduct a survey only for its preferred route, to the exclusion of other routes that avoid the forest and/or co-locate with existing rights of way, the construction and operation of the pipeline along that route become reasonably foreseeable future actions that must be considered as indirect, cumulative impacts. Use of a categorical exclusion as proposed by the Forest Service would thus violate NEPA.

That conclusion is bolstered by the NEPA regulations’ definition of “significance.” In order to determine whether an action will significantly affect the environment, and thus trigger preparation of an EIS, an agency must look at both “context and intensity.” 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27. Key considerations in assessing the intensity of an action include both the “degree to which the action may establish a precedent for future actions with significant effects or represents a decision in principle about a future consideration” and whether “the action is related to other actions with individually insignificant but cumulatively significant impacts.” Id. at § 1508.27(b)(6)-(7). The regulations explain that “[s]ignificance exists if it is reasonable to anticipate a cumulatively significant impact on the environment. Significance cannot be avoided by terming an action temporary or by breaking it down into small component parts.” Id. at § 1508.27(b)(7).

As explained above, allowing Dominion to proceed with the survey along only its preferred route limits the information available to the Forest Service, FERC, and other agencies that will ultimately be required to evaluate the feasibility and likely impacts of alternate actions. It also furthers Dominion’s already significant financial investment into its preferred route, making selection of any alternate route substantially less likely and effectively tipping the scales toward Dominion’s preferred route by failing to elicit information about other alternative routes. While authorization of the single route survey does not make 100% certain that the pipeline will be constructed along that route, it undoubtedly “establish[es] a precedent” for that future action to a significant degree. See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(6). If detailed information exists only for Dominion’s preferred route, it is “reasonable to anticipate” that the pipeline will ultimately be constructed along that route. Id § 1508.27(b)(7).

The Forest Service may thus only use the proposed categorical exclusion for a special use permit for a survey that does not foreclose the consideration of reasonable alternatives and
effectively bias the ultimate decision about the route of construction. In order to avoid violating NEPA by failing to consider the reasonably foreseeable indirect impacts of pipeline construction and operation along a particular route, the Forest Service must deny any permit application that does not include a survey of multiple routes both within and outside the Forest, including routes that co-locate with existing rights of way. By requiring surveying along multiple routes, the Forest Service can ensure that consideration of reasonable alternatives are not foreclosed such that construction along any single route does not become a reasonably foreseeable future impact requiring a full NEPA analysis.

b. The Forest Service is obligated under NEPA to consider alternatives to Dominion’s proposed route even if the agency elects to use a categorical exclusion.

Consideration of alternate routes at this stage is not only prudent, it is mandatory under NEPA. The Forest Service has a duty to consider alternatives to its proposed action irrespective of its choice to prepare an EA or EIS or to assert a categorical exclusion. NEPA contains two independent mandates for agencies to consider alternatives to their actions. In addition to the requirement to consider alternatives as part of an EIS found at 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(iii), NEPA also directs agencies to “study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources.” Id. at § 4332(2)(E); see also Bob Marshall Alliance v. Hodel, 852 F.2d 1223, 1229 (9th Cir. 1988) (“The language and effect of the two subsections [] indicate that the consideration of alternatives requirement is of wider scope than the EIS requirement.”); City of New York v. United States Department of Transportation, 715 F.2d 732, 742 (2d Cir.1983) (“[F]ederal agencies have a duty under NEPA to study alternatives to any actions that have an impact on the environment, even if the impact is not significant enough to require a full-scale EIS.”); Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Corps of Engineers, 492 F.2d 1123, 1135 (5th Cir.1974) (“Section [4332(2)(E)] is supplemental to and more extensive in its commands than the requirement of [4332(2)(C)(iii)].”).

Thus, even if the Forest Service proceeds pursuant to a categorical exclusion, the agency must investigate alternatives to Dominion’s single-corridor survey because the proposed action involves “unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources.” at 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(E). Courts have read the “unresolved conflicts” requirement very broadly, such that an agency must study alternatives not just for actions that involve an “identifiable use of a limited resource” but rather for “any actions that have an impact on the environment.” City of New York, 715 F.2d at 742; see also Trinity Episcopal School Corp. v. Romney, 523 F.2d 88, 93 (2d Cir. 1975) (“[W]here (as here) the objective of a major federal project can be achieved in one of two or more ways that will have differing impacts on the environment, the responsible agent is required to study, develop and describe each alternative for appropriate consideration.”).

For example, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit required the Bureau of Land management to perform an alternatives analysis for a set of oil and gas leases—for which an EIS was not required—even though the leases expressly prohibited any surface disturbance. Bob Marshall Alliance, 852 F.2d at 1229. The Court found that the sale of the leases involved conflicts that triggered Section 4332(2)(E) because the sale “may allow or lead to other activities
that would affect [the subject area]'s suitability for wilderness designation.” Id. The Court cautioned that “the sale of leases cannot be divorced from post-leasing exploration, development, and production.” Id. The Court concluded that because the “lease sale opens the door to potentially harmful post-leasing activity, it ‘involves unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources.’” Id.

Dominion’s proposed survey would not only have its own immediate impacts on the National Forest, but would also open the door for future pipeline construction and operation along its preferred route. That construction and operation would significantly alter the character of the surrounding areas of the Forest and preclude other Forest uses with lesser impacts. The Forest Service is thus obligated to study alternatives to the single-corridor survey.

The range of the Forest Service’s alternatives analysis is governed by a “rule of reason,” whereby the agency need not analyze every conceivable alternative but must “consider such alternatives to the proposed action as may partially or completely meet the proposal's goal.” City of New York, 715 F.2d at 742. The agency may not, however, narrow its goals in a manner designed to restrict the range of alternatives to be considered. Id. at 743. Moreover, the Forest Service is obligated to consider alternatives both within and outside of its jurisdiction. See Environmental Defense Fund, 492 F.2d at 1135 (explaining that Section 4332(E)’s “directive is a thorough consideration of all appropriate methods of accomplishing the aim of the action, including those without the area of the agency's expertise and regulatory control as well as those within it” such that 4332(E) does not “limit an agency to consideration of only those alternatives that it could adopt or put into effect”).

The “reasonable range” of alternatives that the Forest Service must consider includes at a minimum those alternatives for which its own policies state a preference, namely, routes outside of the Forest and routes that co-locate with existing utility corridors within the Forest. See City of New York, 715 F.2d at 743 (“a pertinent guide for identifying an appropriate definition of an agency's objective will be the legislative grant of power underlying the proposed action”). The Service must analyze routes outside the Forest to be consistent with its own Special Use guidelines as expressed in the Forest Plan and the Special Use permit application. See Forest Plan, Section II-52, Standard LS25 (“Proposals for utility and communication facilities outside existing sites or corridors shall be considered only after improvement or expansion of existing facilities is determined to be inadequate or impractical.”); Form 299, Question 13a (asking the applicant to “[d]escribe other reasonable alternative routes and modes considered”) and Question 13c (requesting an “explanation as to why it is necessary to cross Federal Lands.”). Likewise, to be consistent with the Forestwide Standards in the Forest Plan, the Forest Service’s analysis must include alternative routes inside the Forest along existing utility corridors. Forest Plan, Section II-52, Goal LS19. (Forest Service will “[w]ork with utilities and others to minimize the use of NFS lands for utility corridors, and to share existing corridors when feasible.”) Importantly, the Forest Service may not accept Dominion’s self-serving, unsupported statements that such alternatives do not exist or are not feasible. See Trinity Episcopal School Corp., 523 F.2d at 94 (explaining that an agency may not accept “an unsupported statement as to lack of any alternatives from ‘interested’ [parties]” and that “even where the agency determines that an EIS is not required, a perfunctory and conclusory statement that there are no alternatives does not meet the agency's statutory obligation”). Rather, it must itself undertake a “thorough
consideration of all appropriate methods of accomplishing the aim of the action.” Environmental Defense Fund, 492 F.2d at 1135.

Conclusion

We fully understand that the proposed survey is the only application before the agency. However, the agency has a legal duty to issue only those permits that serve the public interest. The proposed single-corridor survey represents a substantial investment in Dominion’s preferred route. The concentration of investment in a particular route will inevitably make Dominion less inclined to consider an alternative route elsewhere. Therefore, it short circuits the NEPA analysis to allow a single-corridor survey, and to allow a survey that fails to demonstrate the infeasibility of avoiding the National Forest. If only one route is surveyed, a lack of information will hamper the full and fair consideration of alternate routes. The Forest Service is not obligated to defer its authority to FERC, nor to defer its collection of information until the later consideration of a right of way application. On the contrary, now is the most opportune time to demand that the applicant address the public interest in full.

For these reasons, we respectfully request that the application be denied because (1) Dominion’s application is incomplete; (2) the application is inconsistent with the Monongahela National Forest Plan; (3) the application would not serve the public interest; and (4) the Forest Service has an obligation under NEPA to consider the reasonably foreseeable impacts of permitting a single-corridor survey that would bias the ultimate decision in favor of Dominion’s preferred route and fail to provide a basis for the analysis of reasonable alternatives to Dominion’s proposal.

Respectfully Submitted,

/s/ Isak J. Howell
Isak J. Howell
Benjamin A. Luckett
Joseph M. Lovett
Appalachian Mountain Advocates
PO Box 507
Lewisburg, WV 24901
ihowell@appalmad.org
bluckett@appalmad.org
When Williams develops a pipeline project, we work hard to balance environmental concerns, landowner considerations, and the engineering requirements for safely constructing a transmission pipeline.
States will grow from 24.0 trillion cubic feet in 2012 to 37.5 trillion cubic feet by 2040, and that shale gas production will make up 53 percent of total U.S. production in 2040, up from 40 percent in 2012 (EIA, 2014c). The anticipated growth in natural gas demand will be driven primarily by its increased use for electric power generation and industrial applications.

Reduction in the need for additional energy is the preferred option wherever possible. Conservation of energy reduces the demand for limited existing reserves. Although energy conservation measures will be important elements in addressing future energy demands, it is unlikely that they will be able to offset more than a fraction of anticipated demand in the foreseeable future. As a result, energy conservation alone (or in conjunction with other alternatives) is not a viable alternative because it does not preclude the need for natural gas infrastructure projects like the ACP and SHP to meet the growing demand for energy.

10.4 SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

System alternatives would make use of other existing, modified, or proposed pipeline systems to meet the same objectives as the ACP. Use of a system alternative would make it unnecessary to construct all or part of the ACP, though modifications or additions to existing or proposed systems could be required. The modifications or additions would result in environmental impacts that could be less than, similar to, or greater than those associated with the ACP. Because the SHP will involve modifications and additions to existing DTI facilities, no system alternatives were considered.

Several existing, high-pressure, high-volume natural gas pipeline systems provide transportation services to delivery points in the mid-Atlantic and southeast regions. These include Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company, LLC (Transco); Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC (Columbia); and East Tennessee Natural Gas, LLC (East Tennessee). Additionally, several new pipeline projects have been proposed to provide natural gas transportation service in the same regions, including Spectra Energy’s Carolina Pipeline Project; Mountain Valley, LLC’s (Mountain Valley’s) Mountain Valley Pipeline Project; and Transco’s Western Marcellus Pipeline Project. Significant modifications to each of these systems would be necessary to access the same supply areas and/or provide transportation service to the same customers or at the same delivery points as the ACP. Figure 10.4-1 depicts the locations of these existing and proposed systems relative to the ACP.

10.4.1 Existing Systems

10.4.1.1 Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Company

Transco operates a 1,800-mile-long, multi-pipeline system that delivers natural gas to major metropolitan areas in the northeast, mid-Atlantic, and southeast regions of the United States. In the vicinity of the ACP, Transco’s mainline passes southwest to northeast through North Carolina and Virginia, and includes a lateral pipeline connecting the mainline to points in southeastern Virginia. The system is believed to be capacity constrained for delivery service as demonstrated by several recently proposed projects. These include: the Atlantic Sunrise Project (Docket No. PF14-9-00), an approximately 185-mile-long pipeline expansion in Pennsylvania; and the Virginia Southside Expansion Project (Docket No. CP13-3-000), an approximately 100-mile-long pipeline loop adjacent to the existing lateral.
Significant upgrade of the existing Transco system would be necessary to access the same source areas, transport the same volume of natural gas, and reach the same delivery points as the ACP. New pipeline construction measuring up to 300 miles in length could be required to connect source areas in West Virginia to the Transco mainline (see the discussion of the proposed Western Marcellus Pipeline Project below). Additional upgrade of the Transco mainline, including new compression and looping, would be necessary to increase capacity and accommodate the volume of gas required for the ACP. Moreover, construction of new mainline or lateral pipelines would be necessary to reach the same delivery points as the ACP in northern Virginia, southeastern Virginia, and North Carolina. Depending on the routes selected, these mainline or lateral pipelines could measure 200 to 300 miles in length.

The environmental impacts associated with the upgrades and new pipeline construction for the Transco system would likely be similar to or greater than those of the ACP. Therefore, the theoretical modifications to the existing system would provide no environmental advantage over the ACP. For this reason, and the fact that the existing system does not meet the ACP’s purpose and need, the existing Transco system is not considered a viable system alternative.

10.4.1.2 Columbia Gas Transmission

As currently configured, the existing Columbia system in the mid-Atlantic region provides transportation services from supply areas in the Marcellus basin to demand areas in southern Virginia, including the City of Chesapeake. Because the system is capacity constrained, significant upgrades, including new compression, looping, and mainline or lateral pipelines, would need to be built to transport the same volume of natural gas as the ACP to southern Virginia. Assuming a complete loop of the existing system, up to 400 miles or more of new pipeline could be required to reach the proposed ACP delivery points in southern Virginia. Additional pipeline construction would also be required to reach the proposed delivery points in Brunswick County, Virginia (approximately 10 miles) and in southern North Carolina (approximately 170 miles), much of which could be similar to the proposed AP-2 mainline for the ACP.

While the Columbia system provides access to the same natural gas supply areas in West Virginia, new pipeline facilities would be needed to reach the same delivery points as the ACP in southern Virginia and North Carolina. The environmental impacts associated with construction of these facilities would likely be similar to or greater than those of the ACP, so these theoretical modifications to the existing Columbia system would provide no environmental advantage over the ACP. For this reason, and the fact that the current system does not meet the ACP’s purpose and need, the Columbia system is not considered a viable alternative to the ACP.

10.4.1.3 East Tennessee Natural Gas

The East Tennessee pipeline system extends from western Tennessee to central and southern Virginia and northern North Carolina, where it interconnects with Transco. Because the system is believed to be capacity constrained, significant upgrades, including new compression, looping, and mainline or lateral pipelines, would need to be built to transport the same volume of natural gas as the ACP. Additionally, new pipelines would be required to access the same supply area as the ACP (150 to 180 miles), and provide access to the same delivery
points as the ACP in southern Virginia (210 to 230 miles) and North Carolina (190 to 210 miles). Environmental impacts associated with the system upgrades and new pipeline construction would likely be similar to or greater than those of the ACP, so these theoretical modifications to the East Tennessee system would provide no environmental advantage over the ACP. For this reason, and the fact that the current system does not meet the ACP’s purpose and need, the existing East Tennessee system is not considered a viable system alternative.

10.4.2 Proposed Systems

10.4.2.1 Carolina Pipeline Project

Spectra Energy recently proposed to construct approximately 430 miles of new pipeline between existing Texas Eastern Transmission, LP (Texas Eastern) facilities in Bedford County, Pennsylvania, and new delivery points in southern Virginia and North Carolina. The project additionally would require unspecified modifications to the existing Texas Eastern system in Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The capacity of the new system, if constructed, would be 1.1 bcf/d (Natural Gas Intelligence Shale Daily, 2014).

Like the ACP, the Carolina Pipeline Project would access gas from the Marcellus basin and provide delivery service to the same areas in southern Virginia and North Carolina. However, additional pipeline construction would be necessary to reach the same or similar delivery points in the City of Chesapeake, Virginia (100 miles or more) and Brunswick County, Virginia (up to 10 miles). Environmental impacts associated with the upgrades to the existing Texas Eastern system and the new pipeline construction would likely be similar to or greater than those of the ACP. Moreover, it is unlikely that the Carolina Pipeline Project could be built in a time frame to meet the ACP’s purpose and need because Spectra Energy placed the project on hold in August 2014 (Cumberland Times-News, 2014). For these reasons, the Carolina Pipeline Project is not considered a viable system alternative.

10.4.2.2 Mountain Valley Pipeline Project

Mountain Valley proposes to construct and operate approximately 300 miles of new pipeline from an existing Equitrans transmission system in Wetzel County, West Virginia to an interconnection with the existing Transco system in Pittsylvania County, Virginia. The project also would require the construction of four new turbine compressor stations. The Mountain Valley Pipeline Project is currently under review by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) under Docket number PF15-3-000. If approved and constructed, the project would provide delivery service of 2 bcf/d of natural gas (MarketWatch, 2014; WDBJ7, 2014; Mountain Valley, 2014).

To meet the same purpose and need as the ACP, the proposed Mountain Valley project would need to be expanded to provide sufficient capacity for an additional 1.5 bcf/d of natural gas and to reach the same delivery points in southern Virginia and North Carolina. Similar to the existing Transco system, and depending on the routes selected, the additional pipeline construction could range from 200 to 300 miles in length. Consequently, the environmental impacts associated with system expansion and new pipeline construction would likely be similar to or greater than those of the ACP, and these theoretical project modifications would provide no